
A move towards self-reliance…….       

With the passage of time, rate of inflation increases and 

poverty ratio becoming high; so it becomes very necessary 

that females should step up and participate in self-sustaining 

activities in their own circles. Besides other fields, the 

profession of beautician is also an acceptable and rewarding 

profession in the society which females can easily choose. 

Daud Khel is very backward area where all girls have very 

limited desires and resources. They were not exposed to 

learning environment in any way due to their cultural 

barriers. Muslim Aid introduced a skill development centre for 

females in Daud Khel to train and equip females with 

necessary vocational skills like tailoring, beautician, and 

embroidery. Along with this, it also built up the confidence 

level of females and enabled them to support their families 

through income generating activities. Samreen Bibi with her 

eight family members belongs to Daud Khel. Her father is a 

motor mechanic by profession. Samreen is an educated girl as 

she has completed her master degree. Prior to join this skill 

development centre, she had no skill which she could use to 

give financial support to her family. When Muslim Aid 

initiated skills development centre in the area, Samreen Bibi 

took admission in the centre, and attended a course of 

beautician for three months. She got professional training of 

beautician, and graduated successfully from the centre. After 

learning sound beautician skills from Muslim Aid’s skill 

development centre, Samreen established her own 

beauty parlor in her home with the name of Mashail beauty 

parlor. She used to sell her beautician skills and earn 

reasonable amount.  Many of the females in the area are her 

customers. She also makes bridal and charge a considerable amount. Now she is earning an average 

amount of Rs. 5000/ month, and is very happy with his life. However with the passage of time her 

income is steadily increasing. “The training as a whole was extremely beneficial to the young girls of 

the area and I believe that by learning these skills they can now have a good earning hand that could 

contribute towards the well-being of their families” said Samreen. She said that many other girls like 

her, will be staisfied with the skills they laernt from skill development centre. She deeply appreciated 

the support of Muslim Aid by making it possible for them to learn necessary skills and sell them for 

generating income for their families. 


